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Abstract

thelirst compdters which we e heavily used were primarily
,

involved in mathematicarcompul titons which do not require high

speed output devices.'`, Later atajavcessing'functions which ,created

great volumes of outpilt pro ted the development of high speed Out-

Rut devices which, include COM recorders. these recorders make

.viable the economic ret rn to book catalogs which can be widely

disseminated. 404e c ined technology of computers and COM re-

Corders make possib e a multitude of catalog formats and record

areastructures. Howev sk, there are a number of factors which need to

' be considered wh n working with computer recorils used to produce

COM catalogs: ni addition, fbere are many advantages to'utilizing

.the services f a commvrcial vendor to produce library catalo . The

gene 'f tatalogson COM also involves.-librarians in th disci -

plining p ocess of with machine readable, records while

learni what's needed to manage ta baseswhich some day will:
r$

provid on-line access.

.1"
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COMPUTER OUTPUT baCROFTX,M AND.
LIBRARY CATALOGS

When I waioriginally asked to be, on this program it was requested

that I speak on the subject of Computer 16utput Microfilm (ODM). 'So I .

determined to provide you with.a general introduction to:the concept of

LOOM, what its history has been-and how it can be used.' However, I see by

the prbgram for today that 'y topic is Catalogs on Microfiche. Since'there

are quite a fey microform catalogs around which are not computer generated,

I suppose, then? that.you may not be expecting me to talk about COM. 'But

I'm going to do it'aoyway7or rather,. what I'm actually going to do is

target MY address somewhere in between these topics.

I will talk about the general concept of COM, its history,'and use. I

will also talk a,littleipbout alternative formats for the card catalog. What

hype to achieve is A leave,you with a sense of what is happening today

and itb an idea of what you teectto know to be conversant in the area of

COM-catalogs. The brief bibliography ithieh has been provided to you contains

citations 'to several itemsaihich can also be verylielpful.

P
History, technology, and standard formats.

When computers began to be used extensitfely as early as the 1950's,

they were primarily valuable fortbeir number crunching capability: As

'Spaulding has pointed out, they dealt with mkthematic and scientific

problems which'required very little input and not much output.i As a
i .

. . .

result they did not require very high speed printing deviCes. EVen today

( I'
, 1
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most computer printers'operate in the realm of 500 to 1,500 lines per

minute. (I have learned recently that some printers are being delivered

which print miaow lines,per minute.) Butfthese seemingly high speeds
f

are very slow ompared to the
\
speed which comp ers electronically move

characters around; something on the order of 500,000 characters per sec ond..

The limitation on speed is usually caused lay the physical capabilities of

mechan ical deviCes. So to get the higher speed required by data processing

applications which generate large, volumes of paper, a mon-Mechanical or

nearly non - mechanical technology is needed. COM devices werecreated to

meet this need.

.
Stromberg Datagraphix introduced to the marketplace the first COM

printout device in 1956. The technology of 'their equipment is based upon

tht invention, at that time, of the charactron_(R) cathode fay tube

which is shown in Figure 1. As Fran Spigai explains,'"This tube permits

extrusion of an electron beam through a matrix of alphanumeric and special

symbolic characters which are precisioriatdhed on a metal disc. When the

shaped electron beam strikes the phosphor-coated face of the CRT, a high-

resolution character lights up."2 By.adding a kamera one can record these

characters directly from the CRT screen onto photographic film. Photo-
.

graphing the appropriate sequence of rapidly changing characters produces

a film record of all that has appeared on the screen. By using this tech-.

nology.or alternative techniques invented by 3M Company and Memorex it is

poisible to dpgrade_the output speed by a Computer- from the slow, rattling

paCe of the printer at 1,500 lines per minute to an astounding 50,000 lines

per minute on COM. Therefore, the computer's output speed is increased 30
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, to 40 times by cam. HoWever, the process JO not direct.

When working with high speed mechanical printers the compuSer is

usually linked directly to the printer. Nearly,all computer operations

havesome kind of printgr associated with the peripheral hardware. COM,

however, is usually generated at a remote location, with separate equip-

merit: The procedure commonly used is for the computer to.generete at the,

end of whatever data processing. application is involved, a print image

tape. This-is merely i computer magnetic tape containing the records

which are to be output on COM rather than paper. -This tape is then 'taken

to aleparatt location where a COM device is available. An off-line tape

drive combination with a microfilmer reads the tape, reformats.and indexes

the data, and puts the information out_on film. This roll of film-from.

the recorder is called the master copy.

The master copy is either 16mm, 35mm, or 105mm negative film. The 16mm

and 35mm forms are used.as roll film and the 105mm form is chopped up into

41c 6 inch microfiche. The COM recorder typically contains a minicomputer

which can be programmed to format and index the microfilm in an appiopriate

manner. As-pages of a document ate generated, index data is extracted,

stored and generated Oeparately.3 For roll film the index information is

added to the end of the roll. For micrOficht a single frame position is re-
,

4

tained for the index. These formgtt of 16m, 35mm and 105mm represent the

national standards. ;.'

Within the microfiche format there are a number of standard reduction

ratios. These rechiction ratios apply to roll film as well but, I'll,.

6
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about f1 lie because of the number of variations resulting from the several

reduction ratios. The red4otiln ratio is the. ratio of the linear measure-

ment of a, docUment to the linear measurement of the image,o that document.?

At 42x a character of type which is normally .1 inch high.is recorded at

.002 inch high.' What this means'is that,over100 characters occupy at 42x

the same space as a single character:full size. For COM fiche you usually

_i_

can have 20x, 24x, 42x, 48x, or 150x. The most commonly used ratios are

24x or 42x,. Datagraphix :has introduced recently a 72x reco rder. These ratios

are very impottant, and quite a difference,occurs between say 24 and 42x.

On a 4 x 6 inch fiChe at,24x reduction of computer printer size pages, you

can image, 63 frames. At 42x that'figtre jumps to 208 frames. Ai 72x you

can image over 900 fram6. Within a Yew years I think this 72x ratio will

catch on and.be very heavily used, especially for indexes and catalogs, be-

cause less than 1/4th as many fiche are required for 42x,versus 42x.

Uses of CO!

Because of all this flexibilitY in redtiction ratios, formats, and speed,

-COM has a number of uses.- The applications are almostlimitlesi. Microfiche,
. \

S.

have been utilized to disseminate- reports and documentation, in re tailing,

-

10ho1esaling,lanks. and-humerOs service industries. For instance,
,

. , Sears uses COM.for its service catalcigs: Micro publishing on-COM is another
----' \

application which has,only begun to get started. We have all 4en'the

Library of Congress List of Subject Headings on COM. The Library of Congibas

will soon also bring the National 2,54,64)Catalog out in a COM version.'
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Nearly any computer generated report or document which runs to more

than several pages and requires distl4Utitn of.more than a single copy ,

can be economically prodUcvl on COM. One University business 4ata pro-
-

Cessing facility determined 'that for any report'40 pages or more in length

in a(single copy it was cheaper to- go to COM than to paper. When more

than a single copy was required the break even point dropped sharply from

40 pages. It is this characteristic of COM which has lade the library

COM catalog viable. I refer you to Mr. Malincoinco's4 paper cited in the

bibliography for an excellent study on costsQ\the advantages of COM

over paper. I'll speak further only about the technical aspects of the

COM approach to library catalogs.

COM catalogs

In order to generatea catalog it is necessary for a library to have

\

its catalog information cony ted into a machine readable data base. A

source for the records in the tats base is required. Many libraries are

currently, conveniently building their data base from OCLC archive tapes.

There are other sources as well. -MARC level records also can be obtained

froth Library of Congress MARC tapes, or from BALLOTS or from a number of

commercialilvendors. Alley Eilleven be keyed in-house. Whichever approach is

. used will be determined b the individual library's needs and by the end re-,
il

suit that is sought. 'One frequently used approach is to obtain records by
.

. /

using OCLC and then to tit= these o*er to a commercial servine for data base
, - )i.

maintenance and COM production.-
, .

There'are only a few libraries which maintain their own in-house COM
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Catalog produCtion facilities based on MARC records. Hennepin County

Library in Minnesota and, New York Public are two of the best known. Most
A

COM catalogs are generated by Commercial vendors such as Bro-Dart, Auto-
'

graPhics, Blackwell/NA, _and Science Press. There are others as well: The

reason for this is that creation and maintenance of the necessary computing
1%

AA
equipment and programs is a very expensive process. By using a commercial

service this cost is shared by many. However, there are a number of "other

'advantages to using a commercial vendor besides the shared cost issue.

These other advantages center around the complications - involved in

maintaining a machine readable data base and in generating the actual catalog.

Let me illustrate by pointing out some of the work that is required.to

utilize an OCLC archive tape for COM catalog production.

First, these tapes-are coded in ASCII (American Standard Code,for Infor-
,

mation Interchange). This is line because is a standard. Unfortunately,

IBM equipment - -the most commonly used brand - -isn't used to working with ASCII

code. It prefers EBCDIC (Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code)..

Well, you can tell the computer that you are going to feed it;an ASCII tape

and it will know to translate this to EBCDIC before doing anything else with

the data. Unfortunately there are a few characters used in MARC records

which are defined a particular way in ASCII by the Library of Congress but

which are translated by the IBM utility into inappropriate symbols. This.is

because IBM used' the associated decimal code to define some other character

or control symbol than the one which wg expected. What this means is that

you have to allow, for a prograp at the front .iind'of your catalog programs to
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properly translate a ffiw little symbols such as the ead of field delimV1,

gecond, these tapes may include multiple uses of an'IndiVidual 13CLC- "
\

record. Every time you OCLC users-update.on a record from which you have

produced.or updated before, an additional copy of that record will appear on\

your archive tape. Your program has to b.e able to tell which one of these
A

to uge. In most cases,the latest use, will be the one you want, but it As

possible, that an earlier -use is the valid record. Some allowance in procedures

and. programs is requited to accomodate this.

Third, individual records will, contain information- that needs to 'be

interpreted before it can be used. For instance, the, size of books is re-

I

prodUation pr rams

match the size in cated in a record with the liclividual library's profile

to determine if an oversize stamp is requirpd of the catalog card. A similar

acComodatiOn is required in gom catalog producti n programs, otherwise users :

could be looking for oversize books in-the irong place. Similarly anything

that.isintetpreted in card production programs lso has to be interpreted ,,,

I

.

in COM production. Most of these conditions be handled by the vendor

providing your catalog, however, you do have to know enough to provide him

with the rules. In other'w3ras, 36 or more centimeters means oversize bfok.

There are some things vendors won't do for you, however.

No vendor can-completely maintain bibliographic integrity for you. If

you misspell an_author's name.or use an inappropriate subject heading the

v

vendor won't catch your error. The vendor won't necessary keep track of your
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:colleCtion for you. If you add

.

a copy or lose a book; that information will
.

t -

have ta 161a proyided to the.vendor along with new records inlarder, to main-
. ,

0 taro your data base.

The vendorawill do a pretty goorTob of working with you to generate

your catalog. The pratessinvolved is straightforward and is illustrated in

'Figure'2. This particular description n-shOws part of the process being

handled on a)local computer.but this should be 'a vendor service. .

Fourth, the main advantages, of using a-vendor results from the necessity

for the vendor to create flexible software because. of a diversity of customers.

By flexible I meat capable:of generating catalogs, in a number of varieties

and foriats. Many .libraries will reqnireea.more or less traditional catalog.

This could be a divided author, title, subject catalog which looks essenti-

ally just like a,card catalog. Even so, because of the automation involved,

a COM catalog can be generated with less hassle and expense than a card catalog

and be worthwhile on that basis. However, it is possible, indeed desirable,

to take advantage of our technology to.produce some variation's. For example,

it is-possibie to create a name catalog, or a publishers catalog, or a key-word

catalog, or a chronological-catalog,.or a form of media catalog. These can all

be accomplished and have been demonstrated. For instance, Blackwell/NA created

for one Xexas library a subject catalog which was subfiled not by author,but

by reverse.chionorogical sequence instead. WhitS more, if you change your

mind it's possible to change the output product very readily. Going back to

the author sequence from chronological sequence requires only a minor program

change. Compare that to a similar change in a card catalog. fibat,I've just
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own here is one of the advantages,of the COM over the card catalog., as much

4
as it is an advantage of using vendor services:

. e . .

.

There ari other advantages epCOM over cards: There are no filing errors.

e

The rules are less sophisticated as Figure 3 illustrates, but within the,ples

the computer won't make mistakes.

The catalog is easily duplicated and widely dissemiUated.1 You could put

copies of the-catalog in every buildidg on campus or every branch. Individual

copiesof microfiche cbst-10to 20 cents apiece depending on thd servicebureau'

used. sl

/
:I-The:catalog on cam is quicker to. use. Within a few minutes a beginning

patron can learn to search microfiche faster than cards.

) 'A COM
ir"

talog doesn't-require much space. For a card catalog ,you usually

need one nicM large area. COM catalogs can be stuck in nooks and crannies

all over the library. -

. On the other hand, there are some disa4vantages to COM. When yop find, the
. .

book you want. in the catalog you cannot yank the. card from the drawer and carry
e

it to'the shelves.. Tke film .lso does not make very goodscratch paper.
\

:like withdrawn card sets._ynumber of other shortdomings have been pointed

out by others.0 But these are ofted just straw horse or tonlissues. .For

initance, the COM catalog isn't supposed to be'timely. It takes a few_weeka

from the time that the produce button is punched on the OCL' terminal until the

item appears in the COM catalog---However, these delays are not inlwractice

a

1
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much different 'from card filing delays. Another criticism occurs because

COM caShlogs usually require,a separate supplement which' necessitates two

point look-up for all items.. But this %pleading because the

supplement need be checked only in tho es Ohere,the search is not

successful or completed in the main part of the catalog. This problem

decreases as the supplement begins to represent a smaller and smaller

percentage of the collection. A third frequent criticism of COM catalogs_

is that they lack cross references. Thisjm!true of-many hut.it does not

have to be true apetan be.seen in Figure/4w: The software of Alpy vendors

include a facility for auferity control; particularly subject control

which is probably the area whew cross.references are mot needed. None of,

the criticisms of COM 'Which I have run into are serious, all are out.-

weighed by significantadvantages, and most can be dealt with in terms of

'technological refinements.

o

What COM means

I''e spent the past several minutes talkinialiOut the technological

aspects of COM and what it is.- I'd like to conclude by saying something

about what it means.

Ai During the two decades immediately preceeding the turn of the century

a significant transition took iplace in the way libraries recorded their

holdings. FOr a few thoUsa ears libraries had commonly provided access

to their collections by simply making a list of their holdings.: There were

.13
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refinements of tiat technique, but because of the industrial revolution

'and coinciding events, Such as an explosion of literature, a new system

was required go help users locate the material they needed. A brilliant.

innovation resulted.

e°
The work of,Cutter; Panizzi,)jewett and others resulted in a standardi-

zed wayof organizing collections which utilized the 3 x 5 4ard and a det of

logical principles for-organizing materials. A marvelous tool called the

card catalog resulted because oVthe effectiveness o). the dictionarycatalog

and LC's printed card service. It was flexible, Tigorous, timely and effec-

tive. You could make additions and changes on a daily basis which provided

an,instantane46 update on the con

sistenebecause logical rules made it-so. It was effective because it did

n of the collection. It wds con-

the 16.

41,

.

Today, however we are in the midst of another revolution. We have a new

explosion of literature. We have a rapidly changing,technology. We have a'

Change from the industrial society/to what some have called the communications

age. To whatise will eventually level :Off, is as yet unclear. Future shock

and changing Social values have had affects in every area. the card catalog

.is also ,a victim. It is no longer an effective tool. In response to its

ineffectiveness librarians have sought out and begun to use.the, technology

of -the computer. With the'computer the ease and,flexibility of providing
.

access to' material is greatly enhanced. 'With the computer it is possible to

provide very handy, reproduceable printed lists and indexes, but these are

14
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slow and expensive. With the computer it is possible to provide on-line,

real-time access, but this is also too expensive for moat libraries. How-

ever, COM falls rightin between. It is the choice of many libraries be-

cause of convenience. It is fast and timely and it is also economical. The

'University of Toronto and others have proven this 90. 'And in regard to the

Universityof Toronto one final point about COM can be made. It was the

originalii
I
ntention there to provide an On-line catalog: The staff-atk

1

Toronto,1174ntend someday to provide access on-line. This is where the

future lies. But in the meantime, as Toronto and all the rest of us learn

how to manage computers and data basea, COM remains the convenient choice

of alternatives.

'10

15-





erom MARC tapes and through
'remote terminals bibliographic
records are entered into the

"OCLC data se.

The cLC computer processes
;edited records.to produce'
cat4oging'copy.

Library recieves cataloging in
the form of MARC level records
on magnetic tape.
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. Figure 2

Fro book to COM catalog
via OCLC tape.

Records are merged with previous
data by local Icomputer. Print
tape of separate author, titlei,

subject catalogs and shelf list
is produced.

Records are indexed and stored
\i; by the OCLC computer for

access from remote terminals.

Cataloging records are retrieve&
qn remote terminals, edited and
copy is, requested.
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Computer Output Microfiche
equipment'converts.print tape
to microfiche catalog.
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Card Catalog

A moi de jouer
AOPA Pilot
Abbott, Daniel J.
Abbott, Martha S.
Abbott Laboratories
Abbott-Fknning* Cecil
50 years a slave
.Londot Jack, 1876-1916
London belongs to me
London. Biological Society
Londonierry; Frances
19th Century poets

Police
Police -- Recruiting

POlice, Private
Police, Rural
Police administration
Police regulations
Policewomen

r

Figure 3. Comparison of fi
with a computer sOrt

r

COIF

19th Century poletS

50 years S slave
A moi de jouer
Abbott, Daniel J.
Abbott-Fanning, Cecil
Abbott Laboratori.
Abbott, Martha ff.

AOPH Pilot
London belongs
London. Biological Society
London, Jack, J876 -1916 .

Londonderry, Frances

4
Police
Police administration
Police, Private
Police--Recruiting
'Police regulations
Police* Rural
Policewomen

I
0

arrangement of cards under ALA rules
or COM.
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